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Literature is the life expression of human personal in the form of experience, though, idea, 

enthusiasm and conviction in a concrete description that inspires enchantment by using language. 

It adds the readers’ knowledge and experience about life. That is the reason why the writer of 

this thesis analyzes literature especially novel focused on cunning as the topic of this study. 

Through this study, she wants to know what Titus Cromwell’s cunning are in Norman Winski’s 

novel “The Sword and the Sorcerer” and the lessons that the author wants to give to the readers. 

This study is focused on Titus Cromwell’s cunning, the reasons why he makes use of cunning 

and the ways he makes use of it. 

The purpose of study is to analyze and describe Titus Cromwell’s cunning, the reasons and the 

ways in making use of his cunning. This study uses the descriptive research because there is no 

treatment as in experimental research. This research just describes and interprets what exist with 

respect to condition in a situation. The data are carefully examined for the intention of this study. 

In these study uses objective approach because the writer of this thesis doesn’t need studying the 

author’s life, background of the work or the society; however, just analyzing the work itself. The 

object of this study is the whole events in the novel “The Sword and the Sorcerer”.  

The result of the study shows that Titus Cromwell’s cunning toward Ban-Urlu is by giving her as 

sacrifice for Xusia, toward Xusia by planning to kill the creature and toward King Richard by 

using Xusia’s black sorcery in order to defeat the king easily. The reason of Titus Cromwell’s 

cunning toward Ban-Urlu is to get Xusia’s help, his reason toward Xusia is that Xusia’s black 

Sorcery is so weak and his reason toward King Richard is to defeat the king and conquer the 

kingdom, Eh-Dan. The last, the way of Titus Cromwell’s cunning toward Ban-Urlu is by giving 

her as sacrifice for Xusia. So, Xusia can torture and kill the creature freely. Next, the way of 

Titus Crowell’s cunning toward Xusia is by throwing his sword and ripping Xusia’s belly until 

the creature hits in the ground. And the way of Titus Cromwell’s cunning toward King Richard 

is by sending his warriors to attack Richard’s kingdom and seize him. Therefore, Titus can kill 

the king easily. 

 


